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What Happens on the Land Does Matter!

Moving Towards “Sustainable Watershed Systems, 
through Asset Management”

COMMUNITY ROUNDTABLE MEETING – JUNE 10, 2017

Building Capacity to Ensure Implementation of Action Plans 

in the Coquitlam River Watershed



“The shaping of land for human use 

ought to be based on an 

understanding of natural process.” 

“Let us green the earth, restore the 

earth, heal the earth.”

Ian McHarg (1920-2001)

Renowned landscape architect, 

writer, educator, “father of GIS”, 

founder of environmental planning, 

and author of Design With Nature

BACK TO THE FUTURE: A half-century later, 

“Ecosystem Resilience” is another call 

to action to “Design With Nature”!



Inter-Generational 

Journey to a 

Resilient Future

� Regional Team Approach

� Sustainable Watershed Systems



Keys to creating a 
resilient future:

� Demonstrate what can be accomplished through 

a Regional TEAM Approach

� Encourage all players in the local government 

setting to embrace Shared Responsibility



� The Province - those who provide legislative framework 

� Local Government - those who plan, regulate and ….

build, operate and maintain infrastructure

� Developers - those who build

� First Nations – those who connect to the land

� Stewardship Sector – those who advocate for conservation

� Agricultural Sector – those who grow food

� Academia - those who provide research

� As well as others!

MISSION POSSIBLE

The ‘regional team approach’ brings together….



“The ‘regional team approach’ is founded 

on partnerships and collaboration; and 

seeks to align actions at three scales –

provincial, regional and local.”

Glen Brown, 
General Manager (Victoria Operations)

Union of BC Municipalities

Everyone needs to agree on expectations, 

and how all the players will work together, 

and after that each community can reach 

its goals in its own way



1. WHAT is the issue?

The form of land development 

impacts how water is used, 

how water runs off the land, 

and how water reaches streams  

2. SO WHAT can be done?

Influence practitioners to 

‘design with nature’

3. NOW WHAT can we do?

Embrace share responsibility, 

learn by doing and                    

establish precedents

4. THEN WHAT?

Replicate in other communities

Convening 

for Action

The “BC process” for moving from Awareness to Action is 

founded on alignment, collaboration and partnerships



Living Water Smart
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‘Convening for Action’ experience shows that 
success will follow when local governments.....

1. Choose to be enabled.

2. Establish high expectations.

3. Embrace a shared vision.

4. Collaborate as a ‘regional team’.

5. Align and integrate efforts.

6. Celebrate innovation & successes.

7. Connect with community advocates.

8. Develop local government talent.

9. Promote shared responsibility!

10. Change the land ethic for the better.



This is what needs to happen to achieve

integration of perspectives that leads to action

Critical Success Factors:

� Commitment to take action & deliver

� Champions to provide energy & drive

� Accountability to deliver at all levels 

� Resources to get  the job done

Inform, Educate & Inspire
Source: 
Stormwater Planning: A Guidebook for British Columbia, 2002



OUR MISSION: Develop Tools. Develop Talent. 

Focus on Outcomes

Weekly e-blasts

Georgia Basin            

Inter-Regional 

Education Initiative



Inter-Generational 

Journey to a 

Resilient Future

� Regional Team Approach

� Sustainable Watershed Systems



FLOODS & DROUGHTS –

the “New Normal” in British Columbia

What Happens on the Land Does Matter!

In British Columbia, we are looking at the 

water cycle with fresh eyes to develop new 

approaches, methodologies and tools that 

would enable communities to achieve what 

we define as “Sustainable Watershed 

Systems, through Asset Management”



Three game-changers in 2014.

The BC Framework is the lynch-pin.

It provides the reason to 

view infrastructure differently.

The next step is to integrate

‘watershed systems thinking’

into asset management. 

It has taken more than a decade to implement a 

policy, program and regulatory framework that 

makes possible ‘Water-Resilient Communities’



MANAGING BY THE NUMBERS: For the past decade in BC, 

thought leaders have encouraged practitioners to  

“think like a system” rather than “like an accountant”…

� focus is on desired outcomes, 

not prescriptive methodologies

� it is about the SERVICE,  

not the asset

� what ‘services’ are important, 

what is the desired ‘level-of-

service’ for each, and how will the 

services be delivered sustainably

Wally Wells
Executive Director

Asset Management BC

About Sustainable Service Delivery:



INTRODUCING THE NEW PARADIGM –

“Watersheds as Infrastructure Assets”

A watershed is an 

integrated system.

The three pathways by which 

rainfall reaches streams are 

‘infrastructure assets’.

The three pathways provide 

‘water balance services’.

The 3 pathways are:

• over the land surface

• shallow horizontal (interflow)

• deep vertical to groundwater



Watershed protection starts with an understanding of 

how water gets to a stream, and how long it takes…

Surface runoff
� from minutes to hours

Interflow
� from days to seasons

Deep Groundwater
� from years to decades or more

GUIDING PRINCIPLE #1:
Maintain the proportion of rainwater entering the stream via each pathway!



Guiding Principle #2 : Understand where the water 
goes naturally and reproduce those conditions

Water Balance in a West Coast Watershed

Guiding Principle #3: Restore interflow 
to maintain hydrologic integrity



LOOK AT DEVELOPMENT DIFFERENTLY: 

To protect watershed health, 
engineered infrastructure ought 
to fit into natural systems, rather 
than the other way around

Now, the Partnership is developing 

EAP as a tool to calculate the 

opportunity-cost of drainage 

infrastructure

In 2002, the Province 

adopted the Water 

Balance Methodology 

THE TWIN PILLARS



“THINK LIKE A WATERSHED” –

means understand how a watershed, 

its streams, the groundwater aquifer, 

sites….and PEOPLE…function as 

a whole system

“Water Balance Express for Landowners”  -

online tool is a key part of the solution for 

protecting or restoring ‘environmental flows’ 

in urban streams as watersheds (re)develop



Interfaced with Google Maps / Earth, the 

Water Balance Express quantifies how well 

properties meet pre-set watershed targets

We all live in a watershed. 
How well are you doing?

� Click and drag gray, blue and green 
components

� Calculator engine generates a 
weighted score

coquitlam.waterbalance-express.ca



Visualize the design elements of 

a Rain Garden:

� Volume for Interflow Storage

� Release to Sustain Duration of 

Interflow (Shallow Groundwater)

� Area to Allow for Deep 

Groundwater Recharge

A journey to a water-resilient future 

does start with the first rain garden…..

LOOK AT DEVELOPMENT DIFFERENTLY: 



“Cathedral Thinking” aptly describes the 

vision for Sustainable Watershed Systems, 

through Asset Management

In embarking on this journey to a water-resilient 
future, we can learn from our ancestors. 

The builders of great cathedrals in medieval 
times thought in terms of multiple generations 
carrying out their work, to complete a dream 
that would not be realised until long after the 
originator’s death.

The foundation for Cathedral Thinking: 

a far-reaching vision, a well thought-out blueprint, and 

a shared commitment to long-term implementation



To learn more about  

“the BC experience”, visit 

www.waterbucket.ca

To add your name to the database for our weekly eNewsletter,

email the Partnership for Water Sustainability in BC at 

outreach@waterbucket.ca


